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Video class available from: https://bbc.in/32y0Wmd 

Language quiz 

Now let’s practise what you learned in the lesson! You need to put ‘some’ or ‘any’ 

into the gaps in the sentences. 

 

Here’s an example to help you:  

 

Can I have ______ sugar in my tea, please?  

Can I have some sugar in my tea, please?  

 

1. If anyone has ______ questions, let me know.  

 

2. We bought ______ chocolate at the shop today.  

 

3. We wanted to buy ______ fruit, but they didn’t have ______ in the shop. 

 

4. I’d like ______ information about where to go in London, please. 

 

5. She can walk without ______ help!  

 

6. She didn’t have ______ money, so she had to borrow ______.  

 

7. Have we got ______ milk?   

 

8. Can I have ______ more juice, please?  

 

 

Well done! Now you can check your answers at the bottom of the next page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://bbc.in/32y0Wmd
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Writing and speaking practice 

Now practise writing and speaking with someone you live with. 

 

Using ‘some’ or ‘any’, write down: 

 

a) Two things you have in your kitchen. 

b) Two things you don’t have in your kitchen. 

c) Two things you need in your kitchen (but don’t have). 

d) A question for someone you live with about the things in your kitchen.  

 

For example:  

 

a) I have some coffee and some bananas.  

b) I don’t have any meat or eggs. 

c) I need some milk and some sugar. 

d) Do we have any almond milk? 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers to exercise on page 1 

1. If anyone has any questions, let me know.  

2. We bought some chocolate at the shop today.  

3. We wanted to buy some fruit, but they didn’t have any in the shop. 

4. I’d like some information about where to go in London, please. 

5. She can walk without any help!  

6. She didn’t have any money, so she had to borrow some.  

7. Have we got any milk?   

8. Can I have some more juice, please?  
 

 

 

 

 


